Primorsky Plant «Europlast» is a part of association of enterprises «Europlast», which for current moment is biggest production holding of resin package on market of Russia and CIS nations. Association consists of 7 facilities with next focus: PET preform and polymer caps, production of PET granulate and processing of PET-bottles.

**Short info about Association:**
- **Year of founding:** 1997
- **Locations:** Solnechnogorsk city (Moscow area), Ekaterinburg city, Saint-Peterburg city, Kazan city, Rostov-na-Donu city, Krasnoyarsk city, Vladivostok city.
- **Nominal output (per year):** 5.3 billion items of preforms, 6.1 billion items of caps (including 1.9 billion items of Tetra Pak)
- **Quantity of staff:** 2100 employees
PRIMORSKY PLANT
«EUROPLAST»

BRIEF INFO about Our Plant:
- Date of founding – 21.03.2001
- Average quantity of stuff – 100 active workers
- CEO – Belokurov Evgeniy
- Resident of Territory of priority development since 2013.

MAXIMUM PRODUCTION CAPACITY:
Total production output – 20’000 mt/per year
- PET - 19’150 mt/per year
- Linear polyethylene – 850 mt/per year

TYPES OF MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS:
- PET PREFORMS
- CAPS
- BOTTLES/HANDLES

WATCHWORD:
Extend limits. Extend opportunities.
Aspire to innovative technologies and top-notch quality!

Our main GOAL:
Production and supply of quality and safe product, which fully satisfy customer requirements and needs.
Russia has passed a law creating several special areas with favorable investment climates and conditions in a number of regions in the country’s Far East, the Ministry of Far East Development has announced in a statement. The Law on Territories of Priority Development (TPD) is intended to help areas of Russia’s underdeveloped Far East make an economic leap forward.

A special legal regime was established in the TPDs for entrepreneurs (tax benefits and simplified administrative procedures), which should create good conditions for attracting investment to the Russian economy as well as speed up its development and ensure a comfortable life for the population.

All of the infrastructure in the TPDs is financed through not only federal but also regional and local budgets as well as non-budgetary sources.

As resident of TPD we are gain special benefits which directly linked to potential international cooperation!

Advantages of TPD in terms of international trade:

1) Using the free customs territory
2) Tax benefits and insurance premiums
3) A special procedure for the use of land
4) Government investment
5) Ability to attract preferential and expedited basis of foreign qualified staff
Capacity additions

Year  | PET Preform (it.) | Cap (it.)
----- |-------------------|--------
2010  | 200 000 000       | 50 000 000
2011  | 250 000 000       | 75 000 000
2012  | 300 000 000       | 100 000 000
2013  | 350 000 000       | 125 000 000
2014  | 400 000 000       | 150 000 000
2015  | 450 000 000       | 175 000 000
2016  | 500 000 000       | 200 000 000
MARKET SHARE

Russian Federation
(Gathered market share of Association)

- Association of Factories Europlast: 32%
- Other plants

Far East Federal District
(Main area of our Plant influence)

- Primorsky plant EUROPLAST: 67%
- Other plants FEFD
- Other plants
Strong business relationships

Our Clients - more than 100 entities, represented by powerful Russian companies alongside with Transnational companies.
PET Preform assortment
PET Preform assortment

PCO standard
- 23,4
- 40
- 51
- 26
- 24

PCO 1881
- 38,4
- 33
- 22,7
- 20,7
- 18

BPF standard
- 45
- 44
- 5 gallon bottle preform
- 36
- 52

Caiba standard
- 51
- 31
- 94
- 400
- 720

PET KEG preform
- 40, 5
Cap assortment
The equipment of Primorsky plant EUROPLAST allows to produce monochrome and two-color printing on caps.
One-component caps

Type 1

Type 2

The exact selection of your color
The new standard of neck for PET preform.
Transition to standard PCO 1881 for 28mm reduces the weight of the preform and cap and provides significant savings of raw materials used without any loss of quality. PCO 1881 standard was developed and approved by the International Organization of technologies for the production of beverages (ISBT), which includes major international companies such as Coca-Cola, PepsiCo, Kraft Foods, Sidel and many others. Also our Plant have an opportunity to provide Standard 1810 preforms and caps according to any specification client may have!
Cap «Caiba» 45 mm

Primorsky plant EUROPLAST produces cap Caiba Ø 45 mm for PET preform 94g.

Customers get a plastic handle with a cap as a set.
Material: primary bottle PETF granulate imported or domestic production

Dry: elimination from raw materials the excess moisture & acetaldehyde

Injection molding machine: heating the dried raw injection molding, cooling

Preform is ready!
Production is conducted using high-precision equipment of world **top-quality** producers:

- **Netstal** (Switzerland) – production of PET-preforms
- **Husky** (Canada) – production of PET-preforms
- **Demag** (Germany) – production of caps
- **Sacmi** (Italy) – production of caps

Production output – 20’000 mt/per year
Warehouse of «Primorsky plant EUROPLAST» fulfills all volume demands, storage and safety requirements for proper storing and circulation of products.
Production Quality Control

Certificate of conformity of the QMS requirements of ISO 9001: 2008
FOOD SAFETY SYSTEM CERTIFICATION 22000
Advantages and benefits

Currently, as powerful production facility, we are looking for ways to extent our presence across Russian borders. Such developed markets as markets of Japan, Korea Republic and China our main priority in affirmed Strategy of our Plant.

- **Logistical accessibility**
  Closeness of our countries helps us to build long and firm partnership through fast supplies and in-time feedback.

- **Revenue increasing.**
  As TPD resident (see slide #4) we are able to provide your Company with beneficial price for required products.

- **Advantage on inner market.**
  Meanwhile your business rivals will be limited by borders of in-country production, your supplies channels will be far more flexible by virtue of our co-op.

- **Brand quality and wide assortment**
  Our products through many years recommended itself as reliable goods, accredited by transnational companies.

Please, contact us any convenient way. We will be glad to answer on your requests.

Our contacts:

**Alexey Iaskov**  
Head of Sales Department  
+7 (902) 483-17-04 (mob.)  
+7 (423) 279-07-96 ext. 141 (office)  
iaskov@europlast.ru

**Irina Rakoed**  
Chief Operation Officer  
+7 902 557-48-74 (mob.)  
+7 (423) 279-07-96 ext. 111 (office)  
rakoed@europlast.ru
We appreciate Your business! Thank you for watching!
Contacts

«Primorsky Plant «Europlast»
92491, Russia, Primorsky Krai,
Nadezhdensky district, Volno-Nadezhdenskaya village
Territory of TPD Nadezhinskaya
Tel. +7 (423) 279 07 96
vladivostok@europlastvl.ru

Primorsky Plant «EUROPLAST»

About us.

Primorsky Plant «Europlast» is a part of association of enterprises «Europlast», which for current moment is biggest production holding of polymer package on market of Russia and CIS nations.

Association consists of 7 facilities with next focus: PET preform and polymer caps, production plant of PET granulate («Senege Plant») and processing of PET-bottles («Plarus Plant»)

• Year of foundation «Primorsky Plant «Europlast»: 2001
• Nominal capacity per year: 450 million pieces of preforms, 350 million pieces of caps.

«Primorsky Plant «Europlast» production assortment:

• PET preforms from 18.5 gr. up to 94 gr.

The given assortment allows to make a bottle in volume from 0,25 to 6 litters.
Preform can be colored according to the customer's needs.

• Sealing caps ≈28 mm and ≈45 mm
• Polymer Handles
• PET bottles
• Bottles 19 litters and PET kegs 30 litters
**Equipment**
Production is carried out on high-tech modern equipment of world famous manufacturers:

- Netstal (Switzerland), 3 lines - production of PET preforms
- Husky (Canada) - production of PET preforms
- Demag (Germany) - making caps and handles
- Sacmi (Italy) - manufacture of caps

**Quality and production management system**

Products of our Company are certified according to international standards:

- FSSC 22000 (Food Safety Certification)
- ISO 9001 (International Organization for Standardization)
- The FDA (Food and Drug Administration (USA))

The company uses a modern international production management system - WCOM.